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Exported Listing

 

MD Helicopters MD500E USD 1,250,000

Manufacturer MD Helicopters

Category n/a

Configuration Other

Year 1989

Time 11193.5

Price 1250000

Serial Number 0318E

Registration
Number

N104AS
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Description
Listing 23-159 - 1989 McDonnell Douglas 500E
Experience the thrill of flight with this highly
capable 1989 MD500E helicopter. This
meticulously maintained aircraft combines power
with exceptional maneuverability to deliver an
unparalleled flying experience. Whether you're a
private owner or utility operator, this helicopter is
the perfect choice for you. The MD500E is
renowned for its versatility, making it ideal for a
wide range of missions. Aerial survey, law
enforcement, utility operations, or for a private
owner looking to experience the thrill of this ionic
airframe, whatever the mission – the MD500 will
exceed all expectations. Meticulously maintained
throughout its life, ensuring optimal performance
and safety. Regular inspections and adherence
to maintenance schedules have kept this
helicopter in superb condition, making it a reliable
choice for discerning buyers. With over 50%
airframe component life remaining and over 60%
engine life remaining, this helicopter offers
exceptional component life providing tremendous
value for the new owner. You can confidently
enjoy years of dependable operation, knowing
ample life remains with critical airframe and
engine components. Don't miss your chance to
own this legendary helicopter! The MD500 can
be the backbone of your utility operation or the
centerpiece of your private aviation collection.

Avionics

- GTX-335

- GTR-225

- King KY-196A

- King KMA-24H

- FreeFlight – Rad Alt

- Dual Tachometer

- Attitude Gyro

- Directional Gyro

Equipment

- True Blue 115V Inverter

- AirTex – ELT
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- Facet Remote Oil Filter

- 2X USB Ports

- External Load Cargo Hook Fixed Provisions

- Whelen Anti Collision Beacon

- Eagle Copters Audio Amplifier

- Auxiliary Power Receptacle

Interior

- Grey leather

- White upper/aft bulkhead

- Four-point harness – crew compartment

- Dual controls

- 2X aft storage pouches

Exterior

- Metallic Blue with White and Gold Accent

- Gold Registration Number

- Crew-compartment vertical window sliders

- Passenger compartment windows with sliders

- Whelen Anti Collision

- High Skid Gear

- Crew Step

General Characteristics

WEIGHTS:

Empty Operating Weight: 1,655.10 Lbs.

Max Take-Off Weight: 3,000 Lbs.

Inspection Details

- Last One Year Inspection: August 2022

- 100 HR Inspection: October 2022 @ 11,193.5 HRs
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Remarks

- Complete records since new

- All AD’s complied with

The descriptions and/or specifications provided are for introductory information only and do not imply
any warranties or representations. The Purchaser is responsible for verification of specifications upon
inspection. The Helicopter is offered subject to prior sale, lease or withdrawal from the market without
prior notice.
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